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� Introduction

Articial Intelligence has been the subject of much talk � and not a little overselling
� in the nancial community� Many businessmen have now heard the term	 and
have a vague idea that AI systems are programs which aim to replace people and to
create human�free o�ces by the year ����� Those who have got as far as attending
a presentation on the subject have heard many stories of technologically successful
applications	 with huge potential benets for their business � but the perceptive
have noticed that this potential is not always realised�

Most of the AI applications which are successful in the nancial sector are knowl�
edge based systems �KBS�� Tasks which involve diagnosis	 classication	 assessment	
identifying patterns	 planning	 or simply organising large amounts of information
have all proved to be particularly amenable to KBS solutions� In the UK	 KBS have
been used to tackle a wide variety of tasks which people found di�cult or time�
consuming to perform� in other areas of the world	 similar tasks have been tackled	
but with di�erent emphases which re�ect the di�ering environment in which the
nancial communities around the world operate�

When a company decides to undertake the development of a KBS	 one of the
most signicant � and di�cult � decisions in the project is the choice of a program�
ming tool� There are literally hundreds of programming tools to choose from	 with
widely varying price tags� The decision must be based on performance	 facilities
o�ered	 hardware compatibility	 and availability of support as well as on price�

This paper classies the range of tools available into categories	 and gives ex�
amples of the use of tools from each category in KBS applications in the nancial
sector

� Software used to develop KBS applications

The four major categories of tools which are used to develop knowledge based
systems are�

� Shells

� Mid�range toolkits

� Top�range toolkits

� Symbolic languages

Shells are packages which provides a method of representing knowledge and an
�engine� for drawing inferences from that knowledge� The most common represen�
tations are
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� IF�THEN rules	 with inferences being drawn by forward chaining or backward
chaining through the rules

� frames with inferences being drawn using object�oriented programming�

Shells typically run on PCs with a minimum ���K of RAM� Examples of shells
include Crystal	 Level Five	 Guru	 and Xi Plus�

Mid�range toolkits have become available in the last few years to ll a gap in
the market between shells and the top�range toolkits� Mid�range toolkits typically
provide the ability to mix rule�based and object�based representations	 and have
some of the debugging facilities of toolkits	 but lack the more sophisticated �and
processor�hungry� features� Most of these mid�range toolkits will run on ��� PCs�
some will run on Unix workstations	 and some are able to run on mainframes�
Mid�range toolkits include ART Enterprise	 KAPPA	 and Nexpert Object� the
forerunner among those which run on mainframes is the Aion Development System
�ADS��

Top�range toolkits provide all the facilities mentioned so far and allow them
to be mingled freely� These toolkits also provide graphics which are integrated
with the knowledge representation	 built�in facilities for hypothetical reasoning	
and a wide variety of debugging interfaces� However	 toolkits typically require an
�engineering� workstation �e�g� Sun workstations� to run on� The market leaders in
top�range toolkits are Inference ART and KEE�

Symbolic languages require the user to dene and implement both a represen�
tation of knowledge and a technique for drawing inferences� they are thus generally
slower but more �exible for developing KBS applications than any shell or toolkit�
The two most popular symbolic languages are Lisp and Prolog� Both have been
used for many years� Lisp has been the favourite of the AI research community in
the USA	 while Prolog has enjoyed a prole at least as high as Lisp�s amongst AI
researchers in the UK and parts of Europe�

These tools are intended for a knowledge engineer � to use� The idea is that
these tools provide a framework	 or a �shell
	 of a KBS� All the knowledge engineer
has to do is to extract knowledge from an expert	 formalise it into rules and objects	
and then �plug� these rules and objects into the tool� The tool then organises and
performs reasoning based on these rules and objects�

Recently	 there has been a trend towards application�speci�c tools� These
are usually shells	 with extra facilities designed especially for particular types of
application� For example	 there are tools available which are specialised for devel�
oping KBS which support help desk operators	 such as Path Builder	 which permits
the system developer to create situations	 which are possible problem areas to di�
agnose	 branches which are questions and answers which determine which problem

��Knowledge Engineer� is the title given to analyst�programmers in the KBS �eld
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area to focus on next	 and �nal solutions� and tools which are specialised for KBS
tackling tasks involving design	 such as IDOTS �the Intelligent System for Design
of Telecommunications Systems��

It is not impossible to develop a KBS in a more conventional programming
language	 such as C or Cobol� However	 the tools described above are so convenient
that most KBS which are implemented in a conventional language were originally
developed in a KBS tool	 and then translated�

� Case Studies

In this section	 ve KBS applications from the nancial sector � one for each of the
categories of tool listed above � will be looked at�

��� VATIA and VIVA� Encoding Legislation

VATIA �the VAT Intelligent Assistant� is intended to help auditors in the eld re�
member and examine all the VAT �Value Added Tax� regulations relevant to their
client� Since KBS are not well suited to the task of interpreting ambiguous regula�
tions	 VAT experts are called upon to discuss any interpretation problems� VATIA
has proved very useful because the regulations concerning VAT are so complex that
simply knowing which regulations are applicable is beyond most auditors� VATIA
thus relieves a bottleneck by making VAT knowledge available to those who need
it	 when they need it�

VATIA was developed by Ernst � Whinney �now Ernst � Young� in ����� It
has been in regular use since then	 and has been su�ciently well received that Ernst
� Young are rewriting the system for use on Macintoshes rather than just IBM�
compatible PCs	 and are taking the opportunity to add further knowledge about
VAT in specialised industries	 such as the nancial sector�

VIVA is Custom and Excise�s equivalent of VATIA �Customs � Excise admin�
istrate VAT in the UK�� This system is aimed at assessing the VAT dues of small
traders in metropolitan areas� There are around ���	��� visits to such businesses
in the UK	 accounting for a signicant proportion of the Excise�s workload� The
system	 built with the assistance of Ernst � Young and their KBS methodology
known as STAGES	 has gone through an acceptance test where it was found to save
about �� minutes out of every � hour visit	 and to generate considerable additional
revenue�

VATIA was built using the shell Crystal	 from IntelligentEnvironments Ltd	 and
VIVA was built using Xi Plus	 from Inference Europe Ltd� The main advantages
of shells for these projects was portability� that is	 the delivered application was
su�ciently compact to run on average�sized portable computers� Shells normally
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o�er only a rule�based representation of knowledge� this proved to be adequate	
because rules are a good way of representing legislative knowledge�

��� X�MATE� Assessing Mortgage Applications

The X�MATE system ��� was developed by Hewlett Packard�s Knowledge Systems
Centre	 with assistance from AIAI	 for a large UK building society� Its task was to
assess the likelihood of mortgage applicants meeting their loan repayments� It is
implemented in KAPPA�PC	 from IntelliCorp	 which is a mid�range toolkit�

The building society�s problem was that the percentage of defaulters was too
high	 and it was di�cult to enforce quality control on acceptance of applications be�
cause	 within certain guidelines	 the acceptance of applications was almost entirely
at the discretion of the local branch manager�

Knowledge was obtained from experts at the building society�s Head O�ce	
who had considerable experience of mortgage application assessment� some had
particular experience in analysing defaulting cases� When it came to choosing a
structure for the system	 the project team drew on the library of interpretation
models associated with the KADS methodology� Three categories of �typical� high
risk applicants were identied� These categories were� applicants who showed evi�
dence of having di�culty in controlling a budget� applicants who were vulnerable
to reduced income if circumstances should change� and applicants who deliberately
included false information in their application�

X�MATE works by using heuristic rules which examined a mortgage application	
and attempted to identify features of typical high risk applicants in that application�
An example would be�

IF the applicant has two jobs

AND the mortgage is dependent on more than ��� of the salary from

his second job

THEN there is a high risk �that changing circumstances might reduce

his income�

While a considerable amount of information about an applicant is available from
the mortgage application form	 some further information is needed to perform a
thorough risk analysis of each application� X�MATE is designed to minimise the
amount of time or money required to check extra information	 by only performing
further checking on those applicants who show a high degree of risk from the analysis
of the mortgage application form�

In tests on applications from the previous few years	 X�MATE was able to
identify ��� of all the applications which have since been repossessed without any
false positive identications	 using only the checks on the application form�
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KAPPA�PC supplies both rules and objects	 and both of these were used in
the X�MATE system� objects to represent the available information about the
applicant	 and rules to perform the risk analysis� KAPPA�PC runs on a ��� PC
under Windows �	 and this enabled the development team to access another package
to develop the user interface for X�MATE	 using DDE �Dynamic Data Exchange��
KAPPA�PC has graphic facilities of its own	 and with the latest release of KAPPA�
PC	 the external package is no longer needed�

��� TARA� Assistance in Currency Trading

Trading on the foreign currency markets is a clear example of a task where informa�
tion overload is a problem� Large amounts of money can be made if the future prices
of currencies can be predicted correctly� No method of prediction is completely ac�
curate	 but political	 economic and market factors often provide an indication of
possible price movements� As a result	 currency traders are bombarded with so
much information about world events and market activity that they cannot make
use of it all�

Currecy traders have di�erent strategies for predicting prices� Two of the most
popular are technical analysis	 which uses statistical analysis of past patterns of
price movements to try to identify similar trends in current price movements	 and
fundamental analysis	 which tries to predict the supply and demand of a commodity
by studying economic and political factors as well as market psychology� Both of
these strategies required considerable expertise on the part of a trader to interpret
the information provided in order to make a �buy�don�t buy
 decision�

TARA was implemented by Manufacturers Hanover Trust �MHT� to assist
traders in the analysis and interpretation of information� It primarily uses the tech�
nical analysis approach� It identies signicant rises and falls in currency prices
based on a live data feed	 and uses these data to maintain a number of statistical
models� It also contains a knowledge base for identifying patterns and spotting
trends in these models� When the price crosses a trend line	 rules re and a �buy

or �sell
 recommendation is given�

TARA also makes some use of fundamental analysis	 in that it knows that
certain technical analysis models are only good predictors in certain economic con�
ditions� It does not take account of business or political factors	 however�

The knowledge base of TARA was implemented using KEE from IntelliCorp
Inc� KEE is a powerful �and relatively expensive� top�range toolkit which requires
powerful and expensive hardware� KEE cam handle the large amount of processing
which TARA has to perform ��� models may be active	 and the knowledge base
has to monitor each of them�� KEE was also a good choice for TARA because	
at the time when TARA was built	 there were few mid�range toolkits available�
Today	 however	 less and less applications are using top�range toolkits such as KEE
because of the availability of mid�range toolkits� Those applications which do use
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top�range toolkits are those which need a lot of knowledge processing power	 or
those which require the specialised features of the toolkits	 such as those which
require investigation of multiple alternative scenarios�

Another di�culty with top�range toolkits is integrating the hardware on which
they run with other hardware� This is particularly true for some of the earlier users
of top�range toolkits �such as TARA�	 which run on highly specialised Lisp�based
workstations� In fact	 TARA is no longer used by MHT	 because it cannot integrate
with the company�s VAX�VMS systems�

��� The Intelligent Banking System� Processing of telexes

Getting computers to understand �ordinary�	 or natural	 language has been a re�
search topic in AI for many years now There are many problems because much of
our comprehension of language is based on common sense knowledge However	 in
limited domains of knowledge	 such as the area of processing international banking
telexes �which use a standard format�	 there has been some success�

The International Banking System �IBS� is an AI system which was developed
for Citibank	 New York ���� It can process messages relating to

� Funds transfer

� Letter of credit issuance

� Letter of credit reimbursement

� Funds transfer problem enquiry

The funds transfer message processing module was the rst to be developed�
Funds transfer messages normally use only a subset of English� However	 because
of time pressure on the sender	 common problems include�

� Abbreviations

� Spelling mistakes

� Necessary information is omitted

� Unnecessary information is supplied

In addition	 the information given by a particular word is highly context depen�
dent � that is	 it depends on the other words in the message� The result is that there
are thousands of possible meanings for a telex	 based on di�erent combinations of
words� This kind of highly combinatorial problem is often better suited to an AI
solution than a conventional solution� Also	 the system must reach a decision in
under �� seconds�
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The IBS system combined a number of AI approaches to language parsing ��ex�
ible parsing ���	 case�frame grammars ��� and semantic grammars ���� to arrive at a
nal system which was able to identify abbreviations and spelling mistakes	 ignore
unnecessary information	 and identify incomplete sentence fragments�

The IBS system also incorporated a rule�based knowledge based system which
inferred values and constraints on values using combinations of phrases	 and made
decisions based on the overall message content�

The IBS system was written in Lisp� There are at least two reasons why Lisp
was useful for this project� The rst is that shells and toolkits have few facilities to
help with the construction of natural language processing systems	 while there are
recognised techniques for doing so using Lisp or Prolog� The second reason was for
speed� the rule�based system which is part of IBS was originally implemented in a
KBS tool	 but was rewritten in Lisp	 which produced a tenfold increase in speed�

��� INCA� Intelligent Networking Control Assistant

SWIFT � the Society for Worldwide International Financial Telecommunications �
has seen the use of its networking services grow tremendously in the last decade�
Transactions on the system have risen from �� thousand per day in ��  to � million
per day in ����� As a result	 it is absolutely critical to SWIFT�s business that their
telecommunications networks are kept up and running at all times�

The network sends information about network events to a control centre in
Brussels	 where operators must decide on the meaning of the events	 and what
action to take	 if any� The task of interpreting network events is not an easy
one	 and so SWIFT decided to build a knowledge based system to help with the
interpretation� The INCA system was the result� It took a year to build	 and now
lters out � � of network events before the operator sees them	 thus considerably
reducing the load on the operators�

INCA was implemented using DANTES ���	 on Texas Instruments Explorer
workstations� DANTES is a KBS tool targetted at real�time network monitoring
applications� The real�time constraints mean that DANTES must run fairly fast�
DANTES achieves this by making optimisations based on its limited application
domain� it has a specialised con�ict resolution technique	 it lters the data which
is used by the rule system	 and it does some of its own memory management�

� A Future Look

Over the last ve to ten years	 the attitude of practical solution builders to KBS has
changed markedly� They no longer want to know what KBS are	 but how they can
be applied!developed and deployed!in a controlled manner� As a result	 there

 



has been a great deal of activity directed towards formulating explicit methods �or
�methodologies
� for developing KBS�

Conventional software tools can facilitate KBS development� Standard project
management systems	 and indeed drawing packages	 have a role� Moreover	 several
methods	 particularly those based on established conventional software development
methods	 advocate the use of conventional CASE tools	 where possible	 to support
the use of data �ow and entity�relationship diagrams	 and the documentation of
interviews�

In addition to simply using such tools	 there is scope for enhancing them for
KBS purposes	 and several CASE tool vendors are exploring this possibility� For
example	 Aion �who market ADS	 a mid�range KBS tool� have a long term strategy
to link CASE tools to ADS� Last summer	 they demonstrated a link to Knowledge�
Ware�s Analysis and Design Workbench �ADW�	 with data and process descriptions
from ADW being downloaded into ADS to produce a running system� They hope
that such an approach supported by generic methods can be used for the rapid
development of conventional	 KBS and mixed systems�

There are also a number of tools intended to support particular KBS develop�
ment methods� Examples include�

� Alpha�PRO from Information Systems Associates	 supporting their own Al�
pha�DS method�

� K�STATION	 developed and marketed by ILOG	 which has been available
since June ����� This tool supports a specic knowledge engineering analysis
and design method	 known as Knowledge Oriented Design �KOD�	 which was
developed by Claude Vogel from CISI Ingenierie�

� Shelley	 a non�commercial tool intended to support the analysis of expertise
and the design stages of the KADS methodology�

� A PC�based support tool for KADS	 which is currently under development�

Finally	 there are tools which are intended to help with with knowledge acqui�
sition� notable examples are

� ProtoKEW	 which allows a number of structured knowledge acquisition tech�
niques to be applied without a knowledge engineer being present

� Nextra	 which translates acquired knowledge into rules suitable for the Nex�
pert Object toolkit�

K�STATION and Shelley are also primarily concerned with knowledge acquisition	
and could be classied as knowledge acquisition tools�
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While few of these tools are commercially available as yet	 and those which are
are not yet widely used	 it is likely that these tools	 and others like them	 will have a
signicant impact on the development of KBS applications over the next ve years�

For more information on methods for KBS	 see ����

� Conclusion

We have seen some of the areas in which AI has been applied in the nancial
sector	 and we have seen that di�erent tools have di�erent advantages in terms of
�exibility and e�ciency� Applications for portable computers should probably be
written in a shell� applications involving natural language processing should look
towards a symbolic language� and applications in network diagnosis or help desk
support should consider some of the application�speciic toolkits now available�

Top�range toolkits used to be �the
 tools for writing KBS� These days	 they are
worth considering if the application will have to deal with large amounts of data	 or
if the application involves predicting possible future scenarios� however	 their place
is increasingly being taken over by the mid�range and mainframe toolkits� This
is particularly true in the UK nancial sector	 whose investment in AI has been
conservative in relation to other sectors	 and in relation to the nancial sector in
the USA and Japan�

The future is likely to see methods for KBS development becoming increasingly
prominent	 particularly as supporting computer tools are developed�
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